PRO LIGHT BAGS
COLLECTION

PRO LIGHT COLLECTION
Designed for photographers and videographers on the move, the new Pro Light bag range offers extremely
lightweight construction with maximum internal protection for your equipment, making them the perfect on
location carrying solution.
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PRO-LIGHT BAGS

PHOTO BAGS
Versatile, functional and extremely ergonomic; the Pro Light Photo
range offers intuitive solutions for rapid access to your equipment.
The photo range includes backpacks and holsters in a variety of
sizes to meet your needs.

Backpacks - Holsters

VIDEO BAGS
The Pro Light Video range feature an advanced harness system,
organised internal storage and removable CPS dividers which together
offer unrivalled lightweight protection for your valuable equipment.
The video range includes video backpacks, video cases, rolling
organizers offering a solution for all eventualities.

Video Backpacks - Video Cases
Rolling Organizers

accessories
Pro Light accessories include a range of rain covers and a brand
new camera strap. The range includes video raincovers and camera
raincovers a variety of sizes to fit different kind of equipment.

Video Raincovers - Elements Raincovers
Camera Strap
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Extreme lightness
Pro Lights bags use only the latest innovative materials to construct the lightest camera
bags in the Manfrotto range, delivering maximum comfort and usability whatever the
assignment.
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MAXIMUM PROTECTION
At the core of each Pro Light bag is the innovative Manfrotto CPS (Camera Protection System).
This unique system has been specifically engineered to provide maximum protection for the most
vulnerable equipment in the centre of the bag. Strict laboratory tests ensure the innovative 3D shock
absorbing foam dividers provide the highest level of protection and resistance where it really counts.

1
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Brushed fabric for softener cushioning.
3D shock absorbing foam.
Structural reinforcement board.
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REINFORCED 3D
PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND DESIGN
All Pro Light Bags have been conceived with attention to detail and design using the latest
innovative materials and fabrics. Removable and ergonomic waist straps ensure stability,
comfort and no unwanted tilting. Pocket positions, zipper pullers and tripod holders and
straps have been designed according to the most innovative carrying solutions.
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STREAMLINED DESIGN

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED ZIPPER PULLERS

DURABLE QUALITY FABRICS

functional

DOUBLE SIDED UV AND RAIN COVER

MULTIPLE STORAGE OPTIONS
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PHOTO BAGS

HOLSTERS
The Access Holsters are multi-featured professional holsters available in four different sizes that
provide ultimate protection and quick top-access to the gear inside.
The cleverly configured internal space allows the photographer to carry more equipment than
any standard holster.

RANGE
ACCESS H-14 PL Holster
ACCESS H-16 PL Holster
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ACCESS H-17 PL Holster
ACCESS H-18 PL Holster

PHOTO BAGS
HOLSTERS

ACCESS H-14 PL Holster
MB PL-AH-14

Internal Dimensions:
L: 19,00 cm - 7.48” / W: 11,50 cm - 4.53”/ H: 26,00 cm - 10.24”
External Dimensions:
L: 21,00 cm - 8.27" / W: 13,50 cm - 5.31” / H: 28,00 cm - 11.02”
Weight:
0,47 kg - 1.04 lbs

The Access H-14 PL is a multi-featured professional holster designed to fit a
DSLR with standard zoom lens attached, extra lens or flash and accessories.
It provides ultimate protection and quick top-access to the gear inside.
The cleverly configured internal space lets you carry more equipment than
any other standard holster, without additional bulk.

Compact and streamlined on the outside, the holster
opens to reveal room to store a DSLR with standard
zoom lens attached, extra standard lens or flash,
accessories and media in the designated lid pocket.

Cabin
Luggage

Flexi
Dividers

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The opening flap quickly unzips away from your body
allowing easy access to your camera so you’re always
ready to “grab and shoot”.
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PHOTO BAGS
HOLSTERS

ACCESS H-16 PL Holster
MB PL-AH-16

Internal Dimensions:
L: 23,00 cm - 9.06” / W: 16,00 cm - 6.30” / H: 27,00 cm - 10.63”
External Dimensions:
L: 25,00 cm - 9.84” / W: 18,00 cm - 7.09” / H: 28,00 cm - 11.02”
Weight:
0,58 kg - 1.27 lbs

The Access H-16 PL is a multi-featured professional holster designed to fit
a Pro DSLR with standard zoom lens attached, 2 extra lenses or flash and
accessories. It provides ultimate protection and quick top-access to the gear
inside. The cleverly configured internal space lets you carry more equipment
than any other standard holster, without additional bulk.

Compact and streamlined from without, the holster
opens to reveal room to store a Pro DSLR with standard
zoom lens attached, 2 extra lenses or 1 lens, flash and
accessories and media in the designated lid pocket.

Cabin
Luggage
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Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The opening flap quickly unzips away from your body
allowing easy access to your camera so you’re always
ready to “grab and shoot”.

PHOTO BAGS
HOLSTERS

ACCESS H-17 PL Holster
MB PL-AH-17

Internal Dimensions:
L: 19,00 cm - 7.48”/ W: 13,50 cm - 5.31”/ H: 32,00 cm - 12.60”
External Dimensions:
L: 21,00 cm - 8.27"/ W: 15,50 cm - 6.10”/ H: 34,00 cm - 13.39”
Weight:
0,47 kg - 1.04 lbs

The Access H-17 PL is a multi-featured professional holster designed to fit a
DSLR with 70-200 zoom lens attached, extra lens or flash and accessories.
It provides ultimate protection and quick top-access to the gear inside.
The cleverly configured internal space lets you carry more equipment than
any other standard holster, without additional bulk.

Compact and streamlined on the outside, the holster
opens to reveal room to store a DSLR with standard
zoom lens attached, extra standard lens or flash,
accessories and media in the designated lid pocket.

Cabin
Luggage

Flexi
Dividers

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The opening flap quickly unzips away from your body
allowing easy access to your camera so you’re always
ready to “grab and shoot”.
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PHOTO BAGS
HOLSTERS

ACCESS H-18 PL Holster
MB PL-AH-18

Internal Dimensions:
L: 23,00 cm - 9.06”/W: 16,00 cm - 6.30”/ H: 34,00 cm - 13.39”
External Dimensions:
L: 25,00 cm - 9.84”/ W: 18,00 cm - 7.09”/ H: 36,00 cm - 14.17”
Weight:
0,74 kg - 1.63 lbs

The Access H-18 PL is a multi-featured professional holster designed to fit
a Pro DSLR with a 70-200 zoom lens attached, 2 extra lenses, flash and
accessories. It provides ultimate protection and quick top-access to the gear
inside. The cleverly configured internal space lets you carry more equipment
than any other standard holster, without additional bulk.

Compact and streamlined on the outside, the holster
opens to reveal room to store a Pro DSLR with 70200 lens attached, 2 extra lenses or 1 lens, flash and
accessories and media in the designated lid pocket.

Cabin
Luggage
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Flexi
Dividers

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The opening flap quickly unzips away from your body
allowing easy access to your camera so you’re always
ready to “grab and shoot”.
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PHOTO BAGS

3N1 BACKPACKS
The 3N1 Backpacks are more than standard backpacks, their unique design offers three carrying
options in one: effortlessly morph from right sling to backpack to left sling to x-position. They are
available in two sizes and they feature quick camera access; by simply rotating the bag on the
front, you can extract your camera and gear without opening the whole bag.

RANGE
3N1-25 PL BACKPACK
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3N1-35 PL BACKPACK

PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

3N1-25 PL Backpack
MB PL-3N1-25

Internal Dimensions:
L: 22,00 cm - 8.66” / W: 16,00 cm - 6.30” / H: 32,00 cm - 12.60”
External Dimensions:
L: 26,00 cm - 10.24” / W: 26,00 cm - 10.24” / H: 46,00 cm - 18.11”
Weight:
1,67 kg - 3.67 lbs

The 3N1-25 PL Backpack guarantees the fastest, split-second camera
quick-draw options! This unique design goes way beyond a standard
backpack. It’s the perfect tool for professionals working on the move.

Fits a DSLR with battery pack & mid-range zoom lens
attached, 3-4 lenses, flash, i-pad/tablet, personal gear.

11"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

For optimal balance and weight distribution, carry your
tripod on the front of the backpack using the tripod
holder and strap included.
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

3N1-35 PL Backpack
MB PL-3N1-35

Internal Dimensions:
L: 28,00 cm - 11.02”/ W: 16,00 cm - 6.30” / H: 32,00 cm - 12.60”
External Dimensions:
L: 33,00 cm - 12.99”/ W: 27,00 cm - 10.63”/ H: 46,00 cm - 18.11”
Weight:
1,99 kg - 4.39 lbs

The 3N1-35 PL Backpack guarantees the fastest, split-second camera quickdraw option! This unique design goes way beyond a standard backpack. It’s the
perfect tool for professionals working on the move.

Fits a DSLR with battery pack & long-range zoom lens
attached, 5-6 lenses, flash, 15.4'' laptop, personal gear.

15.4"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage
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External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

For optimal balance and weight distribution, carry your
tripod on the front of the backpack using the tripod
holder and strap included.
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PHOTO BAGS

BUG BACKPACK
The Bug-203 PL is an extremely light, compact and protective backpack. The quick access front
opening guarantees fast access to the gear.

BUG-203 PL BACKPACK
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Bug-203 PL Backpack
MB PL-BG-203

Internal Dimensions:
L: 33,50 cm - 13.19” / W: 17,00 cm - 6.69”/ H: 47,00 cm - 18.50”
External Dimensions:
L: 35,00 cm - 13.78” / W: 23,00 cm - 9.06” / H: 48,00 cm - 18.90”
Weight:
1,97 kg - 4.34 lbs

The Bug-203 PL is an extremely light, compact and protective backpack. More
than just a great carrying solution, it is also a fantastic work tool when you’re on
the move and when, taking your backpack off is not always possible.

The unique design provides separate access to
your Pro DSLR with up to a 300mm lens attached.
Additional 4-5 lenses, camera body, and flash are
safely arranged around it. Additionally on the front flap
there are organizer pockets available for less frequently
used accesssories.

15.4"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The quick access front opening allows you to reach your
camera without having to open the rest of the bag.
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PHOTO BAGS

Bumblebee BACKPACK
The Bumblebee-220 PL is a professional backpack designed to provide optimal carrying and
working solutions. It can hold a large amount of photography kit and satisfy any professional’s
working needs.

BUMBLEBEE-220 PL BACKPACK
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Bumblebee-220 PL Backpack
MB PL-B-220

Internal Dimensions:
L: 32,00 cm - 12.60” / W: 18,00 cm - 7.09”/ H: 50,00 cm -19.69”
External Dimensions:
L: 34,00 cm - 13.39” / W: 28,00 cm - 11.02” / H: 52,00 cm - 20.47”
Weight:
2,97 kg - 6.54 lbs

The Bumblebee-220 PL is a multi-featured professional backpack designed
to provide optimal carrying, storage and working solutions. Lightweight yet
highly protective, it holds a large amount of photography kit and caters to a
professional’s working needs to the smallest detail.

The main compartment is designed to hold 2 to 3 DSLR
camera bodies, up to 8 lenses (room for up to 500mm
with tripod mount dismantled), flash and many other
accessories. Use the modular CPS dividers and pouches
to custom fit your gear exactly how you need it. The rear
padded laptop slot fits most 17” laptops.

17"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The external top organizer pocket holds personal items
such as your phone, wallet, travel documents etc, while the
two rapid- access side pockets store small items such as
media cards, batteries or filters. The modular removable
cocoon pouches help to organize and protect delicate gear.
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PHOTO BAGS

MINIBEE BACKPACK
The Minibee-120 PL is a compact, professional, airline carry-on backpack that guarantees the
best storage, carrying and working solutions. Though small, it can hold a large amount of gear and
essential personal items.

MINIBEE-120 PL BACKPACK
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Minibee-120 PL Backpack
MB PL-MB-120

Internal Dimensions:
L: 28,00 cm - 11.02” / W: 16,00 cm - 6.30” / H: 43,00 cm - 16.93”
External Dimensions:
L: 32,00 cm - 12.60” / W: 28,00 cm - 11.02” / H: 46,50 cm - 18.31”
Weight:
2,08 kg - 4.57 lbs

With the Minibee-120 PL you can pack more compactly. This professional,
airline carry-on backpack guarantees the best storage, carrying and working
solutions. Though small, it will hold a surprisingly large amount of gear and
essential personal items.

This compact backpack fits a DSLR without grip with
up to a 70-200mm lens attached, 6-8 lenses, flash and
accessories. Use the modular CPS dividers to custom
fit your gear exactly how you need it. The rear padded
laptop slot fits most 13” laptops or tablets.

13"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The external top organizer pocket stores personal items
such as phone, wallet, travel documents etc.
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PHOTO BAGS

MultiPro BACKPACK
The Multipro-120 PL is professional, super- compact backpack that allows you to choose between
traditional front access or top access or side, to your camera. A large side pocket has been
integrated into the design to allow you to store all other professional and personal gear.

MULTIPRO -120 PL BACKPACK
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

MultiPro-120 PL Backpack
MB PL-MTP-120

Internal Dimensions:
L: 29,00 cm - 11.42” / W: 17,00 cm - 6.69” / H: 40,00 cm - 15.75”
External Dimensions:
L: 33,00 cm - 12.99” / W: 27,00 cm - 10.63” / H: 44,00 cm - 17.32”
Weight:
1,87 kg - 4.11 lbs

The Multipro-120 PL is the photographer’s dream bag, with multiple set-ups for
ultimate performance! Multiple pockets are cleverly designed to locate and store
all other professional and personal gear, while the large side pocket allows you to
access your backup lenses or flash separately. The rear compartment features a
unique expansion option that can accommodate more personal essentials.

This compact backpack fits a DSLR with grip and lens
(up to a 70-200mm) attached, 3-4 additional lenses,
flash and accessories. Use the modular CPS dividers to
custom- fit the interior exactly to your camera gear, and
the special zippered dividers to store smaller accessories
such as memory cards and cables. The rear padded
laptop slot fits most 13” laptops, tablets.

13"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

Arrange and use the upper compartment to carry your
main camera (without a battery grip) when your work
requires quick access from the top of the bag.
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PHOTO BAGS

REVOLVER BACKPACK
The Revolver-8 PL is a unique bag that allows you to easily access all your gear, no matter where
it is stored. The lens compartment opens from the side, featured inside is a rotatable wheel which
enables direct access to your gear without having to fully open the bag.

REVOLVER-8 PL BACKPACK
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Revolver-8 PL Backpack
MB PL-R-8

Internal Dimensions:
L: 28,00 cm - 11.02” / W: 11,00 cm - 4.33” / H: 28,00 cm - 11.02”
External Dimensions:
L: 33,00 cm - 12.99” / W: 25,00 cm - 9.84” / H: 49,00 cm - 19.29”
Weight:
1,79 kg - 3.95 lbs

On the outside the Revolver-8 PL backpack looks like an ordinary backpack, but
on the inside it is totally unique. This revolutionary backpack easily allows you to
access all your gear. Carry a DSLR with lens attached, as well as 5 different backup
lenses, including a 70-200 zoom lens. The lens compartment opens from the side,
and the revolving compartment spins on its axis to allow you to reach whichever
lens you need.

This revolutionary backpack fits a DSLR with grip and
standard lens attached, placed in the dedicated top
compartment. The revolving compartment on the bottom
stores 4-5 lenses. The rear padded laptop slot fits most
15.4” laptops.

15.4"

Laptop Compartment
Cabin
Luggage

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

Arrange and use the top compartment to carry your
DSLR in quick access position
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PHOTO BAGS

TelePHOTO LENS BACKPACK
The TLB-600 PL Telephoto Lens Backpack is a big backpack designed to safeguard a Pro DSLR
with up to a 600mm lens attached.

TLB-600 PL Backpack
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PHOTO BAGS
BACKPACKS

TLB-600 PL Backpack
MB PL-TLB-600

Internal Dimensions:
L: 22,00 cm - 8.66” / W: 22,00 cm - 8.66 / H: 53,00 cm - 20.87”
External Dimensions:
L: 33,00 cm - 12.99” / W: 30,00 cm - 11.81” H: 77,00 cm - 30.31”
Weight:
3,38 kg - 7.44 lbss

The TLB-600 PL Telephoto Lens Backpack is designed to safeguard a Pro DSLR
with up to a 600mm lens attached, while keeping it as light and compact as possible.
A special padded cradle divider snuggly fits around the base of the lens where it
joins the camera and provides important stability to the heavy load. There is also
an adjustable circumference divider that will fit around any lens diameter and an
internal securing-strap which makes sure the camera and lens are always exactly
in place with their weight correctly balanced.

Ideal for a Pro DSLR with 600mm lens or smaller. The
special padded cradle divider snuggly fits around the base
of the lens for stability. The sturdy horizontal CPS divider
allows you to create top and bottom compartments when
using a smaller lens. The rear opening allows access to
your to gear while keeping the bag steady.

External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

The large capacity top cap pouch holds personal gear
and can be removed completely when not in use.
The padded front organizer pocket can accommodate
an extra camera body and accessories.
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VIDEO BAGS

VIDEO CASES
The video cases are the optimal professional solution for protecting and carrying your camcorders.
They are available in 4 different sizes, the dual-zipper top opening allows you to pull the bag open
easily and quickly access your equipment.

RANGE
CC-191 PL Video Case
CC-193 PL Video Case
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CC-195 PL Video Case
CC-197 PL Video Case

VIDEO BAGS
VIDEO CASES

CC-191 PL Video Case
MB PL-CC-191

Internal Dimensions:
L: 40,00 cm - 15.75” / W: 20,00 cm - 7.87” / H: 17,00 cm - 6.69”
External Dimensions:
L: 44,00 cm - 17.32” / W: 24,00 cm - 9.45” / H: 24,00 cm - 9.45”
Weight:
1,08 kg - 2.38 lbs

The CC-191 PL video case is an optimal professional solution for protecting,
carrying and working with small camcorders. The CPS protection system
safeguards your gear, while intelligent and intuitive design features ensure quick
camera access on the move.

Match your specific camera set-up and also customfit the main compartment using the CPS dividers.
Section off space along one side to accommodate
accessories. Use the full-length external organizer
pocket for personal essentials.

Cabin
Luggage

Interchangeable
Dividers

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

The dual-zipper top opening allows you to pull the bag
open easily and quickly access your gear.
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VIDEO BAGS
VIDEO CASES

CC-193 PL Video Case
MB PL-CC-193

Internal Dimensions:
L: 52,00 cm - 20.47” / W: 22,00 cm - 8.66” / H: 22,00 cm - 8.66”
External Dimensions:
L: 57,00 cm - 22.44” / W: 26,00 cm - 10.24” / H: 31,00 cm - 12.20”
Weight:
1,71 kg - 3.77 lbs

The CC-193 PL video case is an optimal professional solution for protecting,
carrying and working with small to medium camcorders or DSLRs used with
video rigs. The CPS protection system safeguards your gear, while intelligent and
intuitive design features ensure quick access on the move.

Match your specific camera set-up and also custom-fit the
main compartment using the CPS dividers. Use the fulllength external organizer pocket for personal essentials.

Cabin
Luggage
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Interchangeable
Dividers

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

The dual-zipper top opening allows you to pull the bag
open easily and quickly access your gear.

VIDEO BAGS
VIDEO CASES

CC-195 PL Video Case
MB PL-CC-195

Internal Dimensions:
L: 58,00 cm - 22.83” / W: 27,00 cm - 10.63” / H: 24,00 cm - 9.45”
External Dimensions:
L: 64,00 cm - 25.20” / W: 31,00 cm - 12.20” / H: 34,00 cm - 13.39”
Weight:
2,15 kg - 4.73 lbs

The CC-195 PL video case is an optimal professional solution for protecting,
carrying and working with medium camcorders or DSLRs used with a video rig.
The CPS protection system safeguards your gear, while intelligent and intuitive
design features ensure quick access on the move.

Match your specific camera set-up and also custom-fit the
main compartment using the CPS dividers. Use the fulllength external organizer pocket for personal essentials.

Interchangeable
Dividers

Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

The dual-zipper top opening allows you to pull the bag
open easily and quickly access your gear.
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VIDEO BAGS
VIDEO CASES

CC-197 PL Video Case
MB PL-CC-197

Internal Dimensions:
L: 66,00 cm - 25.98” / W: 29,00 cm - 11.42” / H: 26,00 cm - 10.24”
External Dimensions:
L: 70,00 cm - 27.56” / W: 36,00 cm - 14.17” / H: 34,00 cm - 13.39”
Weight:
2,57 kg - 5.65 lbs

The CC-197 PL video case is an optimal professional solution for protecting,
carrying and working with large camcorders or DSLRs used with a video rigs.
The CPS protection system safeguards your precious gear, while intelligent and
intuitive design features ensure quick access on the move.

Match your specific camera set-up and also custom-fit the
main compartment using the CPS dividers. Use the fulllength external organizer pocket for personal essentials.

Interchangeable
Dividers
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Insertrolley
Compatible

Water
Repellent

The dual-zipper top opening allows you to pull the bag
open easily and quickly access your gear.
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VIDEO BAGS

VIDEO BACKPACKS
The video backpacks are versatile backpacks designed to fit a wide range of camcorders
and video rig. They are available in two different sizes and are designed for demanding
videographers.

RANGE
Pro-V-410 PL Video Backpack
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Pro-V-610 PL Video Backpack

VIDEO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Pro-V-410 PL Video Backpack
MB PL-PV-410

Internal Dimensions:
L: 30,00 cm - 11.81” / W: 23,00 cm - 9.06” / H: 48,00 cm - 18.90”
External Dimensions:
L: 34,50 cm - 13.58” / W: 30,00 cm - 11.81” / H: 52,00 cm - 20.47”
Weight:
3,10 kg - 6.82 lbs

The Pro-V-410 PL is a versatile video backpack designed to fit a wide range of
small camcorder set-ups or a DSLR and video rig. The slim, streamlined exterior
offers full front access to the main compartment while the four padded pouches in
the main compartment allow you to store and access your gear from both outside
and inside. These pouches simply adapt to the shape and size of the gear inside
them, functioning as both protection and storage devices.

Fits a wide variety of camcorders, with all essential
accessories stored in 4 pouches that are accessible
from both outside or inside. The rear padded laptop
slot fits most 15.4” laptops.

15.4"

Laptop Compartment
External Tripod
Connections

Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Work Mat

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

Reconfigure the CPS dividers to accommodate a DSLR,
video rig and shooting accessories
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VIDEO BAGS
BACKPACKS

Pro-V-610 PL Video Backpack
MB PL-PV-610

Internal Dimensions:
L: 31,00 cm - 12.20” / W: 23,00 cm - 9.06” / H: 60,00 cm - 23.62”
External Dimensions:
L: 34,50 cm - 13.58” / W: 31,00 cm - 12.20” / H: 64,00 cm - 25.20”
Weight:
3,75 kg - 8.26 lbs

The Pro-V-610 PL is a versatile video backpack designed to fit a wide range
of medium camcorder set-ups or a DSLR and video rig. The slim, streamlined
exterior offers full front access to the main compartment while the four padded
pouches in the main compartment allow you to store and access your gear from
both outside and inside. These pouches simply adapt to the shape and size of
the gear inside them, functioning as both protection and storage devices.

Fits a wide variety of camcorders, with all essential
accessories stored in 4 pouches that are accessible
from both outside or inside. The rear padded laptop slot
fits most 17” laptops.

17"

Laptop Compartment
External Tripod
Connections
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Flexi
Dividers

Interchangeable
Dividers

Laptop
Compatible

Insertrolley
Compatible

Work Mat

Water
Repellent

Rain
Protector

UV Protective

Reconfigure the CPS dividers to accommodate a DSLR,
video rig and shooting accessories.
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VIDEO BAGS

ROLLING ORGANIZERS
The rolling organizers are built to provide the most lightweight protection storage, and transportation solution for
lighting equipment. They are available in three different sizes and each of them feature built-in wheels and a sturdy grip
handle to allow transportation of heavy lighting gear with ease.

RANGE
LW-88W PL Rolling Organizer
LW-97W PL Rolling Organizer
LW-99W PL Rolling Organizer
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VIDEO BAGS
ROLLING
ORGANIZERS

LW-88W PL Rolling Organizer
MB PL-LW-88W

Internal Dimensions:
L: 36,00 cm - 14.17” / W: 21,00 cm - 8.27” / H: 77,00 cm - 30.31”
External Dimensions:
L: 40,00 cm - 15.75" / W: 27,00 cm - 10.63” / H: 84,00 cm - 33.07”
Weight:
4,53 kg - 9.98 lbs

The LW-88W PL is a medium-sized rolling organizer, built to provide the most
lightweight high-protection storage and transportation solution for lighting gear.
Designed to hold a variety of video or photo lighting kits, this case will withstand
harsh use in demanding environments.

Fits 2 flash units or monoblocks, a pro power unit and
lighting stands, or 3-4 medium spot lights with 3-6
lighting stands (depending on model and size).

Interchangeable
Dividers

Water
Repellent

In addition to the light yet rigid frame, the bag features
rubberized shock-absorbing bumpers around its
circumference, which also protect against abrasion
and elevate the surfaces when placed on the ground.
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VIDEO BAGS
ROLLING
ORGANIZERS

LW-97W PL Rolling Organizer
MB PL-LW-97W

Internal Dimensions:
L: 40,00 cm - 15.75” / W: 24,00 cm - 9.45” / H: 94,00 cm - 37.01”
External Dimensions:
L: 44,00 cm - 17.32” / W: 30,00 cm - 11.81” / H: 100,00 cm - 39.37”
Weight:
6,90 kg - 15.20 lbs

The LW-97W PL is a large rolling organizer built to provide the most lightweight
high-protection storage and transportation solution for lighting gear. Designed to
hold a variety of video or photo lighting kits, this case will withstand harsh use in
demanding environments.

Fits 2-3 flash units or monoblocks, a pro power unit
and lighting stands, or 3-4 large spot lights and up to 6
lighting stands (depending on model and size).

Interchangeable
Dividers
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Water
Repellent

In addition to the light yet rigid frame, the bag features
rubberized shock-absorbing bumpers around its
circumference, which also protect against abrasion and
elevate the surfaces when placed on the ground.

VIDEO BAGS
ROLLING
ORGANIZERS

LW-99W PL Rolling Organizer
MB PL-LW-99W

Internal Dimensions:
L: 40,00 cm - 15.75” / W: 24,00 cm - 9.45” / H: 108,00 cm - 42.52”
External Dimensions:
L: 45,00 cm - 17.72” / W: 30,00 cm - 11.81” / H: 114,00 cm - 44.88”
Weight:
6,52 kg - 14.36 lbs

The LW-99W PL is an extra-large rolling organizer built to provide the most
lightweight high-protection storage and transportation solution for lighting gear.
Designed to hold a variety of video or photo lighting kits, this case will withstand
harsh use in demanding environments.

Fits 3-4 flash units or monoblocks, a pro power unit and
lighting stands, or 3-4 extra-large spot lights and up to 6
lighting stands (depending on model and size).

Interchangeable
Dividers

Water
Repellent

In addition to the light yet rigid frame, the bag features
rubberized shock-absorbing bumpers around its
circumference, which also protect against abrasion and
elevate the surfaces when placed on the ground.
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
Pro Light accessories include a range of rain covers and a brand new camera strap. Wet weather
is always a concern when operating expensive electronic equipment. Pro Light raincovers
provide waterproof protection for your photo or video camera allowing you to continue your
shoot confidently knowing your camera remains dry. The transparent TPU panels enable the
user to easily monitor camera screens and controls whilst the drawstring collars ensure a firm
waterproof seal around your hands, lens and microphone. The Pro Light camera strap features
an innovative 3D mesh construction which ensures maximum lightness and breathability to keep
your neck cool when carrying your camera.

RANGE

VIDEO RAINCOVERS
RC-1 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
RC-10 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
CRC-12 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
CRC-13 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
CRC-14 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
CRC-15 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
CRC-17 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
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CAMERA RAINCOVERS
E-690 PL ELEMENTS COVER
E-702 PL ELEMENTS COVER
E-704 PL EXTENSIONS SLEEVE KIT
E-705 PL ELEMENTS COVER
CAMERA STRAP
PL CAMERA STRAP

ACCESSORIES

VIDEO RAINCOVERS
RC-1 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-RC-1

CRC-13 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-CRC-13

CAMERA RAINCOVERS
RC-10 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-RC-10

CRC-14 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-CRC-14

CRC-12 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-CRC-12

CRC-15 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-CRC -15

E-690 PL ELEMENTS COVER
MB PL-E-690

E-702 PL ELEMENTS COVER
MB PL-E-702

E-704 PL EXTENSIONS SLEEVE KIT
MB PL-E-704

E-705 PL ELEMENTS COVER
MB PL-E-705

CAMERA STRAP
CRC-17 PL VIDEO RAINCOVER
MB PL-CRC-17

CAMERA STRAP PL
MB PL-C-STRAP
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